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 CLASS LEADING DESIGN
UNO is the most elegant way of securely presenting your portable devices such as smartphones, tablets, cameras, 
navigation and audio equipment. The transparent display stands elevate the presented products and provide them 
with an appealing lightness.

EFFICIENT
UNO is the fastest way to secure & organize your product presentation, because all electronics are integrated in a compact 
controller which is placed on a display in just minutes. This controller also supports the different types of acrylic display 
stands. Exchanging the displayed merchandise is a matter of a few simple actions and can be done easily by store staff.

ONE FOR ALL 
A series of acrylic display stands and sensors make UNO the perfect companion for all categories of consumer electronics. 
Whether you have a wall or a table top display, UNO is designed to perform and to fulfill your requirements.

 NO COMPROMISE
UNO is not only a great looking display solution but also a secure one. Alarm on powerplug and options like clamps 
for phones and tablets make it suitable for various security requirements.

SPECIFICATIONS

Diameter base 58 mm

Height base 19 mm

Length power cable 111 cm

Power 5V - 2.4A

Battery lifetime Up to 3 years

Visual alarm LED

Audible alarm 95 dB

Optional Clamps for phones & tablets
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1.           UNO base 
 40.160.00.01.0006

2.  Universal smart disc 
 40.160.00.01.0007

3.  Universal smart disc with clamp 
  40.160.00.01.0010

4.  Universal smart disc with tablet clamp  
 40.160.00.01.0008

5.  UNO 0° acrylic display stand
 40.160.00.00.0005

6.  UNO 25° acrylic display stand
 40.160.00.00.0007

7.  UNO 65° acrylic display stand
 40.160.00.00.0008

8.  Charging cable micro USB   
 40.160.00.01.0001

9.  Charging cable USB/C
 40.160.00.01.0002

10.  Charging cable lightning
 40.160.00.01.0003

11.  1 Port power supply
 30.100.00.01.0050

12.  4 Port power supply
 30.100.00.01.0051

13.  10 Port power supply
 30.100.00.01.0052
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UNO
MOBILE PHONES & TABLETS

UNO IS THE MODULAR, ONE-FOR-ALL OPEN DISPLAY SOLUTION.
The resourceful design of our transparent display stands makes it possible to present mobile phones and tablets at an angle 
of 0, 25 or 65 degrees. The full acrylic stands seemingly make the displayed products float; an appealing lightness is created 
by the combination of the stand with the compact UNO base.  

If needed the UNO stands can be changed in just minutes in a few simple steps keeping the alarming controller base intact. 
UNO takes product presentation to the next level for sure!
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UNO
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UNO IS THE MODULAR, ONE-FOR-ALL OPEN DISPLAY SOLUTION.
Our well-designed acrylic smart watch display stand makes sure smart watches are displayed in an elegant and tasteful 
fashion. The full acrylic stands seemingly make the displayed watches float; an appealing lightness is created by the 
combination of the smart watch stand with the compact UNO base. UNO enables shoppers to slide watches on their 
wrists and experience the products without any obstacles while keeping the retailer’s objective of safe and secured goods 
guaranteed at the same time. 

The UNO controller base will remain intact also after removal of the smart watch stand and is ready instantly to be combined 
with any of the other stands that UNO has to offer. Changing the stands can be done in just minutes in a few simple steps. 
UNO takes product presentation to the next level for sure!

1.           UNO base 
 40.160.00.01.0006

2.  UNO smart watch acrylic display stand
 40.160.00.00.0006

3.  Watch band sensor*   
 40.160.00.01.0005

4.  Flexible circuit sensor* 
 40.160.00.00.0003

5.  1 Port power supply
 30.100.00.01.0050 

6.  4 Port power supply
 30.100.00.01.0051

7.  10 Port power supply
 30.100.00.01.0052

* Combined product
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UNO
CAMERAS
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1.           UNO base 
 40.160.00.01.0006

2.  UNO camera acrylic display stand 
 40.160.00.00.0011

3.  Camera sensor
 40.160.00.01.0011

4.  1 Port power supply
 30.100.00.01.0050

5.  4 Port power supply
 30.100.00.01.0051

6.  10 Port power supply
 30.100.00.01.0052
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UNO IS THE MODULAR, ONE-FOR-ALL OPEN DISPLAY SOLUTION.
The clever design of our acrylic camera display stand makes a secure and unhindered presentation of cameras possible in 
a fairly effortless manner. UNO’s camera sensor makes it possible to present the camera with the lens faced forwards or 
backwards. The special tilt protection feature of the camera display stand enables retailers to also display cameras with 
larger lenses without them tilting over. The auto-positioning feature helps to flawlessly line up the cameras and helps to bring 
camera displays to perfection. 

The UNO controller base remains completely intact after removal of the camera display stand and is ready immediately for 
use with one of our other UNO stands. Changing the stands can be done in just minutes in a few simple steps. Uno takes 
product presentation to the next level for sure!


